The rise of hematite: origin and strategies to reduce the high onset potential for the oxygen evolution reaction
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Hematite (α-Fe₂O₃) has emerged as a promising material for photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting thanks to its abundance, stability in an aqueous environment, favorable optical bandgap and position of the electronic valence band. Nevertheless, its performance as a photoanode is considerably lower than what is theoretically achievable. In particular, the high electrochemical potential usually needed to initiate water oxidation is detrimental to the prospect of using hematite for practical devices. In this review we elucidate the appealing, as well as the challenging, aspects of using hematite for PEC water splitting and focus on the recent efforts towards lowering the onset potential of water oxidation. We examine and rationalize several strategies pursued to achieve this goal involving manipulation of the hematite/electrolyte interface, as well as improving relevant properties of hematite itself.

Introduction

Fossil fuels account for about 87% of the global mean power consumption, which is currently about 16 terawatt (TW)¹,² and is expected to increase up to 30 TW by 2050.³,⁴ It follows that any technology for harvesting, converting and/or storing energy in a sustainable way must be scaled to the TW level in order to make an appreciable impact at a global scale. Solar energy is the most appealing candidate to solve this appropriately called “TW challenge”.⁵ More energy, in the form of sunlight, strikes the Earth in one hour than what society currently consumes in a year.⁶ However, sunlight is intermittent, i.e., it varies irregularly over the day, year, and place on earth, which implies that schemes and devices to store and release the harvested energy on demand are needed. An elegant approach to this problem consists in directly converting sunlight into chemical energy in the form of molecular bonds, i.e. producing fuels. Nature has already implemented such a scheme in biological photosynthesis, where sunlight converts CO₂ and H₂O into hydrocarbons and O₂. However, since the overall efficiency of this process is low (about 1% at best),⁷,⁸ different routes towards artificial photosynthesis have received considerable attention.⁹ In
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particular, H₂ production from H₂O splitting has the potential to become the backbone of a hydrogen-based sustainable energy economy,⁰¹ given the abundance of H₂O on Earth and that the only byproduct of H₂ when consumed in a fuel cell is, once again, H₂O.

One can identify three types of devices to perform solar water splitting: (i) photovoltaic (PV) devices wired to H₂O electrolyzers, (ii) photocatalytic cells, and (iii) photoelectrochemical (PEC) cells. The latter ones use solid-state electrodes in a similar way to conventional electrolyzers, where H₂O oxidation (or O₂ evolution reaction, OER) and reduction (H₂ evolution reaction, HER) take place at two different solid/liquid junctions. In PEC cells, at least one of the electrodes consists of a semiconductor capable of absorbing the incoming light, and in which a depletion (or space-charge, SC) region is formed at equilibrium. The photogenerated charges are separated by the electric field in the SC region and travel to a solid/liquid junction where they take part in either the HER or the OER.

The key requirements of materials for high-efficiency PEC water splitting can be summarized as follows:
- Bandgap size that allows for broad light absorption.
- Quasi-Fermi energy levels for electrons and holes that straddle the HER and OER potential respectively.
- High yield of conversion of photogenerated charges into H₂ and O₂.

Moreover, the electrodes must be durable in the often harsh electrolytic environment and consist of earth abundant elements in view of process scalability. Despite the enormous effort since the seminal work on water splitting on TiO₂,¹²,¹³ no single material that meets all these requirements has emerged so far.¹⁴,¹⁵ While much work is devoted to identify the ideal semiconductor for this purpose (also using combinatorial and/or ab initio calculations¹⁶–¹⁸), focus is increasingly shifting towards using two or more photoactive materials. A commonly investigated scheme involves coupling a semiconductor capable of carrying out one of the half-reactions to a PV device that supplies the bias needed to perform complete water splitting.¹⁹ III–V photocathodes in connection to a PV cell reach solar-to-hydrogen (STH) conversion efficiency over 12%,¹⁹ although cost and stability considerations have prevented these devices from attaining economic significance. Alternatively, a stable, inexpensive metal oxide can be used to perform the OER. Metal oxides commonly used within this scheme are TiO₂,²⁰–²⁴ WO₃,²⁵–²⁹ ZnO,³⁰–³¹ BiVO₄,³⁴–³⁸ and Fe₂O₃.⁴⁰–⁴⁵

Fe₂O₃ (or iron(III) oxide, hematite) is of great interest thanks to its bandgap of ~2.0 eV, which results in a theoretical maximum STH conversion efficiency of about 15%.⁴⁶ However, the highest STH efficiency achieved so far is 3.1% using state-of-the-art hematite photoanodes,⁴⁷ whereas more typically STH is of the order of about 1% or less.⁴⁸ Clearly, much remains to be done in order to exploit the full potential of hematite. In this review, we briefly describe the properties of hematite of interest for PEC water splitting. Then, we focus on one of the factors limiting the performance of hematite, namely the highly anodic potential required to initiate the OER. We critically examine the advancements in alleviating the former issue, as well as review recent efforts in deepening the understanding of the OER on hematite.

### Hematite for PEC water splitting

In the search for the ultimate semiconductor for PEC water splitting, hematite attracted interest almost four decades ago.⁴⁶ This fact is not surprising given (i) that hematite can theoretically absorb up to 40% of solar radiation,⁴⁷ (ii) that it shows excellent (photo)electrochemical stability in a pH range from 3 to 14,⁴⁸ and (iii) that iron is the fourth most abundant element in the Earth’s crust.² Hematite is thermodynamically the most stable form of iron oxide, and all iron oxides can be transformed into hematite upon appropriate thermal treatment.⁴⁹,⁵⁰ In the following section, we briefly review the PEC properties of hematite.
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hematite. Then, we outline the challenges in exploiting the full potential of hematite as a photoanode.

PEC properties

The optical and electronic properties of hematite have been thoroughly investigated and are summarized in recent reviews. The optical bandgap energy is reported between 1.9 and 2.2 eV (corresponding to wavelengths of 650 and 560 nm respectively) depending on the sample preparation technique. Tauc’s analysis of the absorption coefficient indicates that the bandgap is indirect, i.e. phonon participation is necessary in the photoexcitation process. As a consequence, the absorption length in hematite is relatively long, for instance, \( \alpha^{-1} = 118 \) nm at a photon wavelength of 550 nm.

In terms of electronic properties, hematite is described as a Mott insulator where charge transport takes place via polaron hopping. Notably, the electron conduction within the (0001) basal plane is four orders of magnitude higher than in the perpendicular planes. Femtosecond laser spectroscopy studies of the excited states in hematite nanoparticles, thin films and single crystals reveal an ultra-fast dynamics, where hot electrons thermalize within 300 fs and recombine within 3 ps. Based on the short lifetime and low charge carrier mobility, the diffusion length for holes \( L_D \) is usually estimated to be between 1.5 and 5 nm.

The OER involves four holes for each \( \text{O}_2 \) molecule produced, with a characteristic time for a complete cycle as long as some seconds on hematite, and hence it is usually characterized as “slow” or “sluggish”. The microscopic mechanism of the OER on hematite is currently the subject of intense investigation. A few schemes involving different reaction intermediates have been proposed, and the recent review by Young et al. summarizes the advancement on the topic. The formation of some reaction intermediates such as \( \text{Fe-O} \) and \( \text{Fe-OOH} \) is consistent with the hypothesis that the OER proceeds via the trapping of holes at Fe species, and subsequent transfer of these holes to the electrolyte. These states are often referred to as surface states, and have been probed using several spectroscopic techniques such as photoelectrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), intensity modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS), light/potential modulated absorbance spectroscopy (LMAS/PMAS) and transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS). The surface states were initially regarded to act solely as recombination centers, with the OER proceeding via direct transfer of holes from the valence band. On the other hand, there is increasing evidence that the OER actually takes place from the same surface states, which therefore display an ambivalent nature. For instance, thanks to a combination of first-principle calculations and PEC measurements on polycrystalline hematite thin films, it was demonstrated that the surface states act as recombination centers for potentials more cathodic than the onset potential, \( V_{\text{onset}} \), while as states through which the OER takes place for potentials more anodic than \( V_{\text{onset}} \). Challenges

Fig. 1a shows a schematic energy diagram of a PEC water splitting device based on a hematite photoanode and a metallic cathode. Photons with energy equal to or larger than the bandgap energy \( E_g \) are absorbed with efficiency \( \eta_{\text{ph}} \). The quasi-Fermi energy levels for electrons and holes are indicated as \( E_{\text{F,n}} \) and \( E_{\text{F,p}} \), respectively. The difference between the two equals the photovoltage sustained by hematite, \( V_{\text{fb}} \). The built-in electric field extends throughout the depletion region (characterized by a length \( W_{\text{SC}} \)) and drives holes towards the hematite/electrolyte junction and electrons to the cathode via an electron collector and an external circuit. The flat band potential \( V_{\text{fb}} \) of hematite (not shown here) is the potential at which there is no built-in field and therefore no band bending in the semiconductor. \( \eta_{\text{f}} \) is the fraction of photogenerated charges transferring to the electrolyte with efficiency \( \eta_{\text{f}} \). The built-in electric field in hematite drives holes towards the hematite/electrolyte junction and electrons to the cathode via a charge collector and an external circuit.

Fig. 1b shows the PEC performance gap between a state-of-the-art photoanode and the ideal hematite-based photoanode. The former (dashed line) shows an OER \( V_{\text{onset}} \) of 4 mA cm\(^{-2}\) at 1.5 V vs. RHE. In the latter (solid line), \( V_{\text{onset}} \) is reached within 0.1 V. The arrows indicate the main performance limiting factor for increasingly anodic potential: first charge transfer at the hematite/electrolyte interface and the small photovoltage, then charge transport within hematite, finally photon absorption in the semiconductor.
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reaching the respective solid/liquid interface. Then, holes are transferred to the electrolyte with efficiency \( \eta_{\text{ct}} \), and take part in the OER. The overall STH efficiency of the device is determined by the following: (i) charge generation efficiency \( \eta_{\text{g}} \); (ii) charge transport efficiency \( \eta_{\text{tr}} \); (iii) charge transfer efficiency \( \eta_{\text{ct}} \); (iv) oxidative power of holes; (v) reducing power of electrons.

Achieving high \( \eta_{\text{g}} \) and \( \eta_{\text{tr}} \) simultaneously is challenging given the mismatch between \( \alpha^{-1} \) and \( W_{\text{SC}} + L_{\text{D}} \). While the electron conductivity can be increased by introducing dopant atoms (at levels of around a few percent) with higher valence than 3+ (ref. 85–98) or oxygen vacancies,99 even in a heavy doping regime \( \alpha^{-1} \gg W_{\text{SC}} + L_{\text{D}} \), since \( W_{\text{SC}} \) shortens for increasing dopant concentration.100 Fabrication of nanostructured electrodes has shown to be effective in alleviating this mismatch, and a plethora of morphologies has been demonstrated in the last decade.116,119,301–314 Another promising strategy consists in employing ultrathin \((i.e.\) thickness smaller than 50 nm) hematite films and enhancing \( \eta_{\text{g}} \) through improving photon management by depositing hematite on top of a reflecting surface,115 or by sensitizing it with nanostructures supporting plasmonic resonances.116–123

\( \eta_{\text{ct}} \) is normally close to unity only when a high anodic potential is applied to hematite, due to the slow OER kinetics mentioned above. Moreover, \( V_{\text{ph}} \) is usually much lower than the theoretical maximum. For heavily doped hematite, ideally, \( E_{\text{F,n}} \) lies just below the bottom of the conduction band and \( V_{\text{ph}} \) almost equals the optical bandgap, leaving \( E_{\text{F,p}} \) just above the top of the valence band. Unfortunately, this is far from being the case for hematite, where \( V_{\text{ph}} \) is typically smaller than 0.4 eV.124 We emphasize that the small \( V_{\text{ph}} \) is largely overlooked when considering the performance-limiting factors of hematite, since it is often assumed that the latter is an excellent candidate for the OER based on the consideration that the \textit{top of the valence band} lies about 0.7 eV below the OER potential.125

Finally, UV photoelectron spectroscopy indicates that the bottom of the conduction band lies 0.1–0.2 eV lower than the HER potential.125 Therefore, even for heavily n-doped hematite where the quasi-Fermi for electrons in \( E_{\text{F,n}} \) lies just below the bottom of the conduction band, complete water splitting using hematite as a single photoabsorber cannot take place without an external bias.14,126–128

Focusing on the OER half-cell reaction (and therefore neglecting here overpotentials and other issues associated with the HER), the non-idealities mentioned above result in a considerable discrepancy between the theoretical maximum performance of a hematite photoanode and the one normally observed. This discrepancy can be summarized in a plot of photocurrent vs. electrochemical potential (or \( j(V) \) plot), as illustrated in Fig. 1b. Here, the plateau photocurrent \( j_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum photocurrent in the optical limit where all the photons with energy higher than \( E_{\alpha} \) are absorbed and all the generated holes are consumed in the OER. Under these assumptions, \( j_{\text{max}} \) would equal 12 mA cm\(^{-2} \).129 In the ideal photoanode, the onset potential \( V_{\text{onset}} \) equals the flat band potential \( V_{\text{fb}} \), and the photocurrent reaches \( j_{\text{max}} \) within 0.1 V from \( V_{\text{onset}} \), whereas it typically takes 0.4–0.5 V to reach \( j_{\text{max}} \).124 As illustrated in Fig. 1b, it is possible to identify three regions where some of the aforementioned processes are the \textit{main} performance limiting factors:

1. For \( V_{\text{fb}} < V < V_{\text{onset}} \), \( \eta_{\text{ct}} \) and the small \( V_{\text{ph}} \) are the bottlenecks.
2. For \( V \) moderately more anodic than \( V_{\text{onset}} \), \( \eta_{\text{tr}} \) limits the reaction.
3. For \( V \) highly more anodic than \( V_{\text{onset}} \), the performance is only limited by \( \eta_{\text{g}} \).

State-of-the-art nanostructured hematite photoanodes show a \( V_{\text{onset}} \) of around 1.1 V vs. the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE), reaching \( j_{\text{max}} \) of about 4 mA cm\(^{-2} \) at 1.5 V vs. RHE.114 The potential at which \( j_{\text{max}} \) is reached is unacceptably high, given that \( V_{\text{fb}} \) is normally between 0.4 and 0.6 V vs. RHE. An extra price of around 1 V for each hole is simply too large, as it requires the addition of more PV devices to provide additional photovoltage. The lowering of \( V_{\text{onset}} \) is therefore a key issue to tackle in order to increase the chances of hematite based PEC water splitting to attain practical significance. In the remainder of this manuscript, we will present and critically review the strategies to lower the OER \( V_{\text{onset}} \) on hematite.

**Lowering \( V_{\text{onset}} \) of the OER**

From the discussion of the PEC properties of hematite carried out in the previous section, it is clear that the OER \( V_{\text{onset}} \) can be modified by altering several properties of the photoanode. The latter ones are schematically illustrated in Fig. 2a: bulk charge recombination (at the rate \( k_{\text{rec,bulk}} \)), charge recombination at the hematite/electrolyte interface (at the rate \( k_{\text{rec,surf}} \)), hole transfer from the semiconductor to electrolyte (at the rate \( k_{\text{tr}} \)), photovoltage \( V_{\text{ph}} \) and flat band potential \( V_{\text{fb}} \). The OER is assumed here to take place \textit{via} surface states. Nevertheless, the same rationale is applicable to photoanodes where the reaction proceeds \textit{via} direct transfer of holes from the valence band. The different thickness of the arrows indicates the poor overall performance of hematite (especially for more cathodic potentials). Panels (b) to (f) in Fig. 2 illustrate \textit{conceptually} how the situation can be improved by addressing these issues individually:

- (b) \( k_{\text{rec,bulk}} \) is increased, \textit{i.e.} the OER kinetics is accelerated;
- (c) \( k_{\text{rec,surf}} \) is suppressed;
- (d) \( k_{\text{rec,bulk}} \) is reduced (this may also be achieved by reducing charge recombination at the interface between hematite and the electron collector, which is often a transparent conducting oxide);
- (e) \( V_{\text{ph}} \) is increased, thus enhancing the oxidative power of holes;
- (f) \( V_{\text{fb}} \) is lowered.

In order to improve one (or more) of the aforementioned properties and thus to lower \( V_{\text{onset}} \), several approaches have been tested \textit{experimentally}, as summarized in Table 1. It is clear that there are recurring strategies in the field, such as: doping hematite, introducing overlayers on top of hematite, or other (oxide) layers between hematite and the electron collector/substrate. As one can expect, and as we will discuss in what follows, modifying hematite by one technique in order to modify one particular property often affects other characteristics of the electrode, not necessarily in a beneficial way and sometimes leading to a decrease in overall performance.

Before we proceed to a more detailed description of the strategies outlined earlier, we mention that different methods
are used in the literature to extract the value of \( V_{\text{onset}} \) from a PEC experiment. In particular, \( V_{\text{onset}} \) is often extracted from a \( j(V) \) plot as: (i) the potential at which the photocurrent density exceeds a certain defined value;\(^{139}\) or (ii) the potential at which the first derivative of the photocurrent density with respect to the potential, \( dj/dV \), exceeds a certain defined value;\(^{139}\) or (iii) the potential at which the tangent to the \( j(V) \) curve in the region of maximum slope intersects the \( j(V) \) curve measured in the dark.\(^{131}\) All these definitions are somewhat arbitrary and may be more or less appropriate depending on the shape of the \( j(V) \) curves to be analyzed. For instance, using method (iii) can result in a situation where a curve with a steep slope will have a more anodic \( V_{\text{onset}} \) than the one with a flatter slope, although they may have the same \( V_{\text{onset}} \) according to other methods. Thus, the choice of method to define \( V_{\text{onset}} \) may affect the exact values extracted from the \( j(V) \) curves. Finally, the absolute \( V_{\text{onset}} \) value may also depend on some properties of the experimental setup, for instance the illumination intensity (on which \( V_{\text{ph}} \) depends logarithmically before saturation) and spectral distribution. Therefore, when reviewing the recent progress in the topic, we will focus here on the variation of \( V_{\text{onset}} \) rather than on their absolute values.

**Accelerating the OER kinetics**

The most immediate attempts to improve the performance of hematite often consist in coupling it with an electrocatalyst characterized by a higher turnover frequency. The understanding of the OER has increased significantly over the last decade thanks to the combination of detailed electrochemical characterization\(^{132–134}\) with first-principles calculations\(^{135–137}\) (mostly based on the density functional theory, DFT). Together with the well-known high activity for OER (and HER) of Pt,\(^{138,139}\) ruthenium oxide (RuO\(_2\)), iridium oxide (IrO\(_2\)), Co and Ni based compounds have emerged as efficient catalysts.

RuO\(_2\) and IrO\(_2\) are both very close to the top of the volcano plot with regard to the OER activity.\(^{137,140}\) While RuO\(_2\) has already been tested as an OER co-catalyst for overall water splitting on Ga\(_{1-x}\)Z\(_x\)N\(_2\),\(^{141}\) and for the HER on CuO\(_2\);\(^{142}\) its performance as a co-catalyst for the OER on hematite is still to be investigated. However, organometallic Ru-containing complexes have recently been tested on hematite. Chen et al.\(^{143}\) reported for instance a \( V_{\text{onset}} \) shift of about 300 mV for a hematite photoanode coated with a Ru(tpy)(pba)Cl Ru(II) complex.

IrO\(_2\) nanoparticles on a glassy carbon support achieve an OER current of 0.5 mA cm\(^{-2}\) at an overpotential of 0.25 V.\(^{144,145}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Experimental approaches employed to improve the PEC properties of hematite-based photoanodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increased physical property</td>
<td>Experimental approach(es)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase ( k_{\text{ct}} )</td>
<td>Overlayers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce ( k_{\text{rec, surf}} )</td>
<td>Overlayers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce ( k_{\text{rec, bulk}} )</td>
<td>Post-fabrication treatments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase ( V_{\text{ph}} )</td>
<td>Doping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower ( V_{\text{fb}} )</td>
<td>Nanostructured substrates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extra layers between Fe(_2)O(_3) and electron collector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overlayers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-fabrication treatments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modified fabrication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tilley et al. first attempted to couple IrO2 to a nanocauliflower structured hematite photoanode by electrophoretic deposition. While they observed a cathodic \( V_{\text{onset}} \) shift of 200 mV, cyclic voltammetry and chronocoulometry measurements indicated a decrease in photocurrent, caused by the detachment of IrO2 nanoparticles from the surface. The original performance could be restored by re-decorating the photoanode with additional nanoparticles. More recently, IrO2 films were deposited on top of hematite photoanodes by means of electrodeposition, using [Cp*Ir(H2O)]2SO4 as the organometallic source of Ir. A stable, maximum \( V_{\text{onset}} \) shift of 300 mV was obtained for the optimized precursor concentration (Fig. 3a). EIS revealed that the capacitance associated with surface states peaks for potentials corresponding to the OER \( V_{\text{onset}} \), indicating that the surface states are charged with holes and then discharged when the OER is initiated. Such behavior indicates that the OER takes place via surface states, for this system. Mott–Schottky analysis indicated that \( V_{\text{fb}} \) and therefore the edge of the conduction band, remains unaffected by the addition of the IrO2 layer.

The (extreme) scarcity of both Ir and Ru poses questions on the scalability of PEC systems based on these compounds. Fortunately, other OER catalysts have emerged, mainly based on first row transition metals such as Co and Ni. For example, the so-called “Co–Pi” cluster, first developed in 2008, is capable of initiating the OER at 1.7 V vs. RHE in a neutral environment. Electrodeposition of Co–Pi films on top of hematite has been attempted, both in the dark and under illumination. After optimizing each of these two processes independently on the same dendritic photoanodes, Zhong et al. demonstrated a \( V_{\text{onset}} \) cathodic shift of 120 and 100 mV upon photoassisted and dark electrodeposition of Co–Pi, respectively. The slightly better performance of the former method was ascribed to the more uniform deposition of the catalyst on the hematite surface, instead of the preferential deposition on pinholes for the latter one.

However, the thickness of the catalyst after optimization may be such that light absorption in the catalyst itself might compete with absorption in hematite, leading to the need for illumination from the back-side of the photoanode and thus to device design constraints. This issue was tackled for instance by Riha et al., who demonstrated a \( V_{\text{onset}} \) shift of 100 and 200 mV after coating planar and nanostructured hematite electrodes, respectively, with a Co-based sub-monolayer catalyst deposited by one cycle of atomic layer deposition (ALD) (Fig. 3b). The difference in \( V_{\text{onset}} \) was elucidated in terms of faster charge transfer from the surface states in modified photoanodes than from the surface states in bare electrodes, as indicated by the decreased surface state capacitance and the faster photocurrent transients observed for the coated electrodes. Moreover, XPS and XANES showed that the ALD coating consisted of 90% Co(OH)2 and 10% Co3O4 before PEC characterization, whereas a much higher Co3O4 content was found after the measurements in an alkaline environment.

Ni hydroxides and oxides have also shown interesting catalytic activity towards OER. Nonetheless, a mechanistic study by Li et al. indicated that, while photoanodes based on hematite nanowires decorated with Ni(OH)2 by successive dipping into Ni(NO3)2 and NaOH solutions showed larger photocurrent during cyclic voltammetry, the steady-state photocurrent measured by chronoamperometry was smaller than in reference electrodes. The larger photocurrent response in the cyclic voltammetry experiment was understood to generate from the slow Ni2+/Ni3+ oxidation, which eventually depletes the Ni(OH)2. While cyclic voltammetry is certainly a simple, fast and often information-rich technique for preliminary evaluation of the OER photoactivity, this study shows that it is crucial to measure the steady-state photocurrent of the photoanodes (and preferably to quantify the reaction products by means of gas chromatography or mass spectrometry) in order to confirm the true photoactivity of the system. More recently, Young and Hamann showed a cationic shift of \( V_{\text{onset}} \) of about 300 mV from steady state photocurrent measurements of hematite films covered by NiO by ALD. Such a result was obtained upon following a procedure developed by Trotchoud et al., in which the NiO-coated photoanodes were held at a constant potential of 1.42 vs. RHE under illumination for 3 hours. This conditioning process was determined to induce a structural change from the cubic NiO to an ion-permeable hydroxide/ oxyhydroxide structure based on Ni(OH)2, which was identified as the active OER catalyst phase.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that a high activity of electrocatalysts in the dark does not always translate into improved performance when such catalysts are coupled to photoactive semiconductors. This concept was elegantly illustrated by Yang et al. in the case of MnO2/hematite. While MnO2 showed indeed higher OER current in the dark than hematite (both deposited in the form of thin films by ALD), addition of MnO2 onto hematite suppressed the photocurrent almost entirely. It was then hypothesized that introducing MnO2 results in Fermi level pinning, and thus in a smaller \( V_{\text{fb}} \). Indeed, open circuit results confirmed that \( V_{\text{fb}} \) decreased from about 200 mV to 5 mV or less for the composite electrodes, indicating a clearly reduced oxidative power for holes. This result exemplifies the possibility of affecting more than one property of the photoanode by, for instance, the introduction of an additional layer.

Reducing surface recombination

Recombination of holes with electrons at the surface suppresses the photocurrent in most hematite photoanodes for moderately anodic potentials. Several attempts to alleviate this issue relied on depositing some coating (overlayer) on hematite, in a similar fashion to coupling hematite to electrocatalysts. A simple yet beneficial treatment consists in surface adsorption of Co2+ ions, as first attempted on hematite by Kay et al. Treating the surface of a nanocauliflower electrode with a 10 mM Co(NO3)2 solution results in a \( V_{\text{onset}} \) shift of 80 mV, at an estimated coating thickness of just a monolayer. A very similar effect was obtained by performing the same procedure on a hematite photoanode fabricated by dip coating. Although these results were first believed to originate from accelerated charge transfer kinetics, later studies have elucidated that the role of the Co2+ ion layer (sometimes indicated as CoOx) is rather to reduce electron–hole recombination at the surface. Transient
photocurrent and transient photovoltage measurements performed on the same previously mentioned type of nanocauliflower photoelectrode, before and after Co$^{2+}$ absorption, revealed reduced accumulated charge at the surface of the treated electrodes, as well as increased transient photovoltage. These observations point at a reduced surface recombination rate $k_{\text{rec,surf}}$, and not at an increased $k_{\text{ct}}$. Miao et al.\textsuperscript{157} drew similar conclusions on the 100 mV $V_{\text{onset}}$ shift observed on their hydrothermally grown, Ti-doped micro-structured hematite nanoparticle films, based on results from EIS measurements.

While the addition of Co–Pi layers is of proven benefit to the PEC performance of hematite, the exact mechanism of such improvement has not yet been unambiguously determined.\textsuperscript{158} Klahr et al.\textsuperscript{39} investigated the effect of Co–Pi on the photoelectrochemistry of flat hematite films grown by ALD. Transient photocurrents (Fig. 4a) indicate an increasing charging current with increasing Co–Pi thickness, which are attributed to the oxidation of Co$^{3+}$ to Co$^{4+}$ within the Co–Pi layer by hematite valence band holes. The EIS spectra were modeled by introducing a capacitance and charge transfer resistance associated with the Co–Pi, from which it was concluded that the latter was a fast hole-scavenger. Furthermore, MS analysis suggests that the band bending in the photoelectrode is essentially independent of the Co–Pi. In view of these results, the Co–Pi was inferred to extract photogenerated holes from hematite, thus reducing $k_{\text{rec,surf}}$. The same conclusion was drawn by Shi et al.,\textsuperscript{159} who also observed a $V_{\text{onset}}$ shift of about 220 mV upon light assisted electrodeposition of Co–Pi on hematite deposited on top of an inverse opal structured substrate.

On the other hand, Barroso and co-workers\textsuperscript{160} have suggested a different scenario, based on their measurements on meso-structured hematite photoanodes (fabricated by APCVD or by ultrasonic spray pyrolysis) modified with Co–Pi overlayers. Transient optical absorption experiments indicated that the presence of Co–Pi induces a strong elongation of a feature centered at 700 nm, which has been assigned previously to holes generated within bulk hematite. Such transient hole decay is strongly dependent on the applied bias, and correlates well with the cathodic $V_{\text{onset}}$ observed during cyclic voltammetry and chronoamperometry. Based on these data, the authors proposed that the Co–Pi traps electrons from hematite, and not holes, thus increasing the band bending within hematite itself. In this picture, therefore, the resulting beneficial effect would...
be an increased charge transport in hematite thanks to reduced bulk recombination. Accordingly, there would be no transfer of holes from hematite to the Co–Pi, and the OER would still take place at the surface of hematite. These different mechanistic interpretations of the role played by Co–Pi have eventually been reconciled by Gamelin and coworkers, who performed microscopic, electrochemical, and spectroscopic measurements on mesostructured Co–Pi/hematite composite photoanodes that revealed different beneficial effects of the Co–Pi layer when its thickness is changed.

Co-based coatings are not the only overlayers that have proven effective in reducing $k_{\text{rec,surf}}$. Le Formal et al. reported a
V_{onset} shift of 80 mV upon a one-cycle ALD coating of nanostructured hematite photoanodes with Al_{2}O_{3}. Thicknesses of up to 13 cycles of Al_{2}O_{3} were tested, showing a similar beneficial effect in terms of V_{onset} shift. However, the coatings dissolved after 1 h chronoamperometry under 1 sun illumination at 1.05 V vs. RHE. Transient photocurrent measurements and EIS indicated a lower surface recombination rate while the position of the band edges in hematite was unaffected. Finally, photoluminescence at wavelengths between 600 and 700 nm was observed in Al_{2}O_{3}-coated photoelectrodes, pointing at a passivating effect of the overlayer on the surface states (the OER was found here to take place via direct transfer of holes from the valence band) (Fig. 4b).

Spurred by these observations, Hisatomi and coworkers undertook a systematic screening of the effect of 13-group oxide overlayers on the photoelectrochemistry of hematite ultra-thin films fabricated by USP. The coatings, consisting of Al_{2}O_{3}, Ga_{2}O_{3}, or In_{2}O_{3}, were prepared by chemical bath deposition based on urea hydrolysis. The highest V_{onset} shift of 200 mV was obtained with a Ga_{2}O_{3} coating after calcination at 500 °C. The after-deposition thermal treatment also helped preventing dissolution of the overlayer for about one day. The superior performance of Ga_{2}O_{3} as compared to the other coatings was rationalized in terms of the ability of Ga_{2}O_{3} (which has the smallest lattice mismatch with hematite) to release lattice strain of the thin hematite layers. Besides 13-group oxide overlayers, Xi and coworkers demonstrated a 170 mV cathodic V_{onset} shift on hematite films fabricated by spray pyrolysis upon coating with a ZnO layer deposited by spin-coating a zinc acetate solution in ethanol and subsequent calcination at 400 °C. An optimal number of 3 cycles was found, resulting in a ZnO thickness of a few nm as estimated by XPS. The beneficial effect of the surface treatment in terms of suppressing surface recombination was assessed by
extracting the ideality factor from current–potential measurements performed in the dark under forward bias. A shift of \( V_{\text{th}} \) towards lower values of about 35 mV was determined from MS plots, which may also have partly contributed to the observed \( V_{\text{onset}} \) shift. The same group modified a route to incorporate a thin coating of \( \text{Fe}_x\text{Sn}_{1-x}\text{O}_4 \) on the surface of hydrothermally grown FeOOH nanowires. The thickness of the amorphous \( \text{Fe}_x\text{Sn}_{1-x}\text{O}_4 \) was determined to be 1–2 nm by high resolution TEM imaging. Chopped chronoamperometry and ideality factor measurements in the dark both supported the claim that \( \text{Fe}_x\text{Sn}_{1-x}\text{O}_4 \) improves the delivery of holes to the electrolyte by decreasing \( k_{\text{rec, surf}} \).

Finally, further post-fabrication treatments have proven to decrease \( k_{\text{rec, surf}} \). For instance, Zhang et al. demonstrated a \( V_{\text{onset}} \) shift of about 200 mV for hematite films fabricated by USP, after prolonged chronoamperometry in a saturated NaCl electrolyte under illumination of intensity of ca. 400 mW cm\(^{-2}\). Dissolution of the outermost layers of the hematite films during this treatment was inferred from inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry analysis. Photocurrent transients were found to be less pronounced for treated electrodes, which, coupled with an increase in the photoluminescence signal centered around 610 nm, indicated a beneficial effect of the treatment on the hole transfer efficiency across the hematite/electrolyte interface.

Improving carrier transport in bulk

The most common strategy to alleviate the issue of bulk recombination consists in doping hematite. Perhaps the most emphasized result of incorporating foreign atoms is the enhanced maximum photocurrent \( j_{\text{max}} \). Nevertheless, a \( V_{\text{onset}} \) shift is also often observed, due to the fact that for moderately anodic potentials not only \( \eta_{\text{ct}} \), but also \( \eta_{\text{tr}} \) is far from unity. A beneficial effect of doping on \( V_{\text{onset}} \) is mentioned in some reports, and can originate from the enhanced conductivity thanks to the increase in charge donors, from the improved morphology of hematite, or from both.

For instance, Cao et al. showed a \( V_{\text{onset}} \) shift of about 100 mV on hematite films grown via hydrothermal reaction upon Ti doping during fabrication. While the doped samples did not show any appreciable difference from reference electrodes in
terms of surface structure, morphology and radiative recombination by photoluminescence, a clear increase in the donor concentration was determined from doping with Ti\(^{4+}\), which accounted for the improved PEC performance. Cong and coworkers\(^{167}\) reported a beneficial synergistic effect of Al and Ta co-doping of hematite films grown by drop casting and subsequent annealing. While Al\(^{3+}\) incorporation in hematite does not increase the charge carrier density, its smaller ionic radius as compared to Fe\(^{3+}\) was shown to facilitate charge hopping through the semiconductor. Ta\(^{5+}\) ions, instead, enhance the conductivity in a similar fashion to Ti\(^{4+}\) and Si\(^{4+}\) dopants. Optimized 0.25% Ta/10% Al co-doped hematite films showed a \(V_{\text{onset}}\) more than 200 mV more cathodic than 10% Al only doped electrodes, even though \(V_{\text{fb}}\) was determined to be higher by 50 mV in the former case. EIS under illumination revealed a drastically reduced resistance for the co-doped electrodes, corroborating the hypothesis of reduced bulk recombination.

Coupling of hematite photoanodes with carbon nanotubes has also been explored recently. Kim et al.\(^{168}\) found an anodic \(V_{\text{onset}}\) shift of about 50 mV on a multi-walled carbon nanotubes/hematite composite electrode, where the hematite films were fabricated by calcination of Fe nanoparticle films. On the other hand, they observed a beneficial effect of the nanotubes on \(j_{\text{max}}\), which increased by a factor of about 3 thanks to the enhanced bulk conductivity as confirmed by EIS characterization. Liu and coworkers,\(^{96}\) instead, found a cathodic \(V_{\text{onset}}\) shift of 140 mV upon functionalization of Ti-doped electrodeposited hematite films with carbon nanotubes, which were dispersed in the electrodeposition solution prior to fabrication. A combination of transient photocurrent and EIS measurements was employed to support the hypothesis that the carbon nanotubes work as an efficient electron sink, thus reducing electron-hole recombination in the bulk.

Doping of hematite can also be accomplished as post-fabrication treatment, as demonstrated by Franking and coworkers,\(^{169}\) who developed a method to dope hematite nanowire films by depositing a doping precursor solution (Ti or Zr) with subsequent annealing at 650–700 °C. A 30 mV \(V_{\text{onset}}\) shift was found after 30 minutes annealing of the films after modification with the Ti-containing precursor. The enhanced PEC performance was attributed to the one order of magnitude increase in charge carrier density, as determined by MS analysis. Interaction of the dopant atoms with surface states in hematite, however, was inferred from EIS under illumination, and could also play a role in the superior performance of the treated photoanodes.

The influence of doping on the morphology of hematite is perhaps best exemplified by the results reported by Kay et al.\(^{41}\) in 2006, which demonstrated for the first time dendritic, cauliflower-like nanostructured hematite with a strong preferential orientation of the [110] axis vertical to the substrate induced by Si\(^{4+}\) doping. Photoanodes fabricated through the same APCVD technique are still the benchmark for the OER on hematite. More recently, Lee and coworkers showed that Si doping of hematite nanotubes resulted in more pronounced nanotubular morphology than for unintentionally doped samples.\(^{170}\) Although XRD analysis did not show a drastic improvement in crystallinity, the increased surface area of the Si-doped electrodes resulted in an appreciable \(V_{\text{onset}}\) shift of around 160 mV.

Depositing hematite on nanostructured templates has proven to be an effective means to increase \(\eta_{\text{hr}}\), and therefore improving the PEC performance at low applied bias. Riha et al.\(^{171}\) employed a simple fabrication protocol to deposit hematite by ALD on top of a porous inverse opal scaffold substrate. These nanostructured electrodes showed a 200 mV \(V_{\text{onset}}\) shift as well as a 3-fold increase of \(j_{\text{max}}\) at 1.53 vs. RHE as compared to flat ITO/hematite films. Along the same line, Lin and coworkers\(^{160}\) realized nanostructured hematite photoanodes by conformal ALD coating of high conductivity, highly crystalline TiSi\(_2\) nanonets constituting of belts about 1–2 μm long and around 15 nm in diameter (Fig. 5a–c). These nanonets served as both a substrate support and an electron collector, thus providing an interesting alternative to transparent conductive oxides. The bulk recombination was dramatically reduced as compared to planar film geometry, leading to a cathodic \(V_{\text{onset}}\) shift of around 150 mV as well as an enhancement of \(j_{\text{max}}\) by a factor of five. While in both these reports ALD is used to cover the nanostructured substrate in a conformal way with low defect concentration hematite, this approach may be extended by doping the hematite and by depositing it \(via\) more easily scalable techniques.

A common denominator in the poor \(\eta_{\text{hr}}\) observed for many hematite based photoanodes is charge recombination at the solid/solid interface between hematite and the electron collection layer. This issue can be alleviated by introducing an additional layer between the charge collector and the hematite, which has a proper conduction band edge position in order to mitigate the recombination at the back of the electrode. Hisiaomi and coworkers\(^{72}\) first investigated the effect of ALD fabricated Nb\(_2\)O\(_5\) and TiO\(_2\) underlayers on the PEC properties of ultra-thin hematite deposited by USP (Fig. 5d). When deposited directly on FTO, hematite films of thickness lower than 20 nm showed negligible photocurrent, while they started the OER at around 1.1 V vs. RHE and reached \(j_{\text{max}}\) between 0.6 and 0.7 mA cm\(^{-2}\) upon introduction of a Nb\(_2\)O\(_5\) or TiO\(_2\) underlayer. The photocurrent decreased with increasing thickness of the TiO\(_2\) underlayer, which was explained by the need for electrons to tunnel through the underlayer to reach the FTO due to the high offset of 0.6 eV between the conduction band edges of TiO\(_2\) and hematite. On the other hand, thanks to the lower offset in the case of Nb\(_2\)O\(_5\)/hematite (only 0.2 eV), the photocurrent increased with increasing Nb\(_2\)O\(_5\) thickness (at constant \(V_{\text{onset}}\)), stabilizing at a thickness of 1.5 nm. The most convincing evidence that the performance improvement originated from the suppression of back injection of electrons came from the drastic reduction in cathodic dark current measured in the presence of the fast Fe(II)(CN)\(_6\)\(^{4-}\)/Fe(III)(CN)\(_6\)\(^{3-}\) redox couple. A very similar trend was observed by Wang et al.\(^{172}\) for TiO\(_2\) underlayers between FTO and comparatively thicker (100 nm) hematite films deposited by the same USP. In this case the underlayer was obtained by a layer-by-layer exfoliation from titanium oxide nanosheets followed by calcination. The authors also found an optimal thickness of the underlayer, given by 2
nanosheet deposition cycles, corresponding to 1.46 nm in excellent agreement with the previous report.

A variety of further underlayers have been tested recently with similar promising results. Meng and coworkers\textsuperscript{77,78} prepared composite reduced graphene oxide/hematite photoanodes. The superior performance of the composite photoanodes was established by cyclic voltammetry, transient photocurrent and TAS measurements, showing a $V_{\text{onset}}$ shift of about 200 mV compared to bare hematite samples. Yang and coworkers\textsuperscript{79} demonstrated a cathodic $V_{\text{onset}}$ shift of almost 100 mV by introducing an unintentionally doped hematite underlayer between the FTO substrate and Ti-doped nanowire hematite films. The beneficial effect was explained in terms of suppression of back injection of electrons thanks to the lower conductivity of the unintentionally doped underlayer as compared to the Ti-doped nanowires.

The introduction of other oxide layers between the charge collector and hematite often provides a template for growth of hematite of higher quality in terms of reduced growth stress, improved crystallinity or improved morphology. Le Formal and coworkers\textsuperscript{80} showed that pretreating FTO substrates with tetraethoxysilicate (TEOS) prior to deposition of hematite by USP resulted in a $V_{\text{onset}}$ shift of 70 mV for 23 nm thick hematite films. Detailed physical characterization of these ultra-thin films revealed that the pretreatment resulted in the formation of a monolayer of SiO$_2$ on the substrate. The subsequently deposited hematite films showed increased crystallinity and reduced defects acting as trapping states, as determined by XRD and transient photocurrent measurements. It was suggested that such differences arise from different film formation processes: a Frank–van der Merwe growth (i.e. full layer covering the substrate) and a Volmer–Weber growth mode (i.e. film formation by islands) on SiO$_2$ modified and bare FTO substrate respectively. Similar results were obtained by Hisatomy et al.\textsuperscript{42} using a Ga$_2$O$_3$ underlayer deposited by ALD prior to deposition of ultra-thin hematite films by USP. After optimization of the thickness of the underlayer, a $V_{\text{onset}}$ shift of 200 mV was demonstrated. Based on investigation of the morphology and crystallinity by SEM and XRD respectively, it was asserted that the underlayer works as an isostuctural template for the hematite growth.

Finally, several further studies have demonstrated the beneficial effect of improved quality of hematite on the bulk recombination.\textsuperscript{85,103,171–183} The schemes explored to obtain such performance improvement include: coating with suitable over-layers, co-sputtering of other oxides with hematite to obtain solid oxide solutions, tuning fabrication parameters or optimizing the post-fabrication annealing conditions.

Increasing photovoltage

As described in the Introduction, the difference between quasi-Fermi levels for electrons and holes ($E_{\text{F,n}}$ and $E_{\text{F,p}}$ respectively) determines the photovoltage $V_{\text{ph}}$ in the semiconductor. The latter can in principle approach the optical bandgap, however this is far from being the case for hematite in practice. The magnitude of $V_{\text{ph}}$ is normally determined by measuring the difference between open circuit potential, OCP (i.e. when no net current flow is present at the semiconductor/electrolyte interface) in the dark and under illumination. At equilibrium in the dark, the OCP reports on the position of the Fermi level, i.e. $E_{\text{F,n}} = E_{\text{F,p}} = E_F$. Under illumination, the equilibrium between the photolectrode and electrolyte is instead maintained by $E_{\text{F,E}}$. Therefore, the difference between the OCP measured in the two situations corresponds to the $V_{\text{ph}}$. The latter is often 0.2–0.3 eV for hematite,\textsuperscript{84} highlighting the potential room for improvement. However, it was not until very recently that strategies to increase $V_{\text{ph}}$, and thus the driving force of holes towards the OER, were demonstrated.

In the first case, Du et al.\textsuperscript{124} reported a $V_{\text{onset}}$ shift as high as 380 mV upon decorating hematite films with an amorphous NiFeO$_x$ layer, prepared by photochemical metal–organic deposition (Fig. 6a). While NiFeO$_x$ was recently identified as an efficient OER catalyst in the dark, its beneficial effect on the photoelectrochemistry of hematite was rationalized as originating from an increase in $V_{\text{ph}}$ rather than an acceleration of $k_{\text{cat}}$. In fact, while the open circuit potential under illumination was practically unmodified by the presence of NiFeO$_x$, the open circuit potential in the dark shifted from 0.85 V in the case of bare hematite to 1.23 V after modification. Such a difference of 380 mV arises from removal of the surface states pinning at the hematite/electrolyte junction, and accounts for the observed $V_{\text{onset}}$ shift.

In the second case, 5 nm thick, p-type Mg-doped hematite was grown on n-type (due to oxygen vacancies) hematite films.\textsuperscript{116} TEM imaging revealed that the growth of p-type hematite does not introduce additional structural defects. Cyclic voltammetry indicated a 200 mV shift of $V_{\text{onset}}$ upon deposition of the p-type hematite coating (Fig. 6b). The presence of the additional built-in field leading to the increase in $V_{\text{ph}}$ was confirmed by EIS performed in the dark as well as by transient $V_{\text{ph}}$ measurements, which demonstrated that the buried p–n junction acts as a favorable charge recombination center when light is switched off. Moreover, changes in optical absorption and in film thickness were ruled out as possible parameters influencing the difference in PEC performance, while a MgO coating on hematite control films did not show any $V_{\text{onset}}$ shift thus excluding the possibility that the p-type coating reduces charge recombination at the surface.

Shifting the flat band potential

Another interesting, yet largely unexplored strategy to lower $V_{\text{onset}}$ consists in lowering $V_{\text{fb}}$ in hematite. If this goal is accomplished, the potential at which the bands in the semiconductor start bending upwards, thus driving holes toward the semiconductor/electrolyte interface, is also lowered. The same effect can be explained in that, for a given value of applied potential, the width of the depletion layer $W_{\text{SC}}$ is increased since $W_{\text{SC}}$ typically scales with $(V - V_{\text{fb}})^{0.5}$. Lowering $V_{\text{fb}}$ is therefore desirable since it would lead to a lowering of $V_{\text{onset}}$ as well, provided that the other PEC properties of the system remain unmodified. A modification of $V_{\text{fb}}$ resulting in enhanced TiO$_2$ based photocatalysis has been demonstrated, for instance by...
tuning the level of oxygen vacancies.\textsuperscript{187,188} Recently, a similar effect has also been reported for hematite-based PEC devices.\textsuperscript{97,161,169}

Part of the $V_{\text{onset}}$ shift observed by Xi et al.\textsuperscript{164} upon modification of hematite with a ZnO overlayer was explained by a lowering of $V_{\text{fb}}$ of 35 mV. A more substantial $V_{\text{fb}}$ shift was demonstrated by Hu and coworkers\textsuperscript{87} on a system consisting of a Ti-doped hematite film fabricated by electrodeposition, which was treated with a CoF\textsubscript{2} solution (Fig. 7a). XPS depth analysis indicated that the surface of the Ti-doped samples is enriched with Ti relative to the bulk of the film, which facilitates the grafting of F\textsuperscript{-} ions to the surface due to the more favorable Gibbs free energy of TiFe\textsubscript{3} formation as compared to FeF\textsubscript{3}. Photoelectrodes treated with the CoF\textsubscript{2} solution showed a cathodic $V_{\text{onset}}$ shift of 200 mV as compared to untreated samples. A $V_{\text{fb}}$ shift of 170 mV was determined from MS analysis, which accounted for the beneficial effect on $V_{\text{onset}}$.

It is also possible to lower $V_{\text{fb}}$ in hematite without additional layers or other post-fabrication treatments.\textsuperscript{189} A lowering of $V_{\text{fb}}$ of 200 mV on polycrystalline ultra-thin hematite films was achieved by prolonging the oxidation process during which the Fe films were converted into hematite (Fig. 7b). An excellent agreement between the shift of $V_{\text{fb}}$ extracted from MS analysis and that of $V_{\text{onset}}$ observed during photocurrent measurements was found, while the plateau photocurrent only increased by about 10%. Optical absorption, surface composition, density of surface states and roughness were all unaffected by the prolonged oxidation. TEM analysis, instead, revealed an increase in grain size (and thus decreasing grain boundary density) for increasing oxidation time that correlated qualitatively with the observed $V_{\text{fb}}$, in terms of reduced potential losses at boundaries within the hematite.

### Conclusions

Decades of research on the PEC properties of hematite have identified a number of specific limitations that have prevented us so far from achieving the theoretical maximum STH conversion efficiency of this material. Nevertheless, the favorable characteristics of hematite in terms of bandgap energy, exceptional stability and availability make it one of the most promising candidates for solar energy storage. Here we have analyzed in detail a major issue that needs to be solved in order to make hematite suitable for large-scale applications, namely the highly anodic electrochemical potential required to initiate the OER. We now understand this to be the result of a combination of several factors and properties, both of hematite and of the hematite/electrolyte interface: a slow OER kinetics, often much slower than charge recombination at the hematite/electrolyte interface; bulk losses arising from charge recombination within hematite; a small $V_{\text{fb}}$ compared to the optical bandgap, resulting in a low oxidative power of holes; and an often high value of $V_{\text{fb}}$.

We have summarized the recent advancements in lowering $V_{\text{onset}}$, which in most cases focus on improving one of the aforementioned processes/properties (OER kinetics, surface recombination, bulk recombination, photovoltage and flat band potential) at the time. Several experimental strategies have proven effective, and some of them demonstrated remarkable improvements, with measured $V_{\text{onset}}$ shifts of up to 0.4 V as compared to reference samples without modifications. Moreover, many of these approaches are (in principle) compatible with one another, for instance doping of hematite with underlayers and/or (catalyst) overlayers. Indeed, hematite based composite photoanodes that incorporate different modifications have been successfully fabricated. Nonetheless, the performance of such modified photoelectrodes is still quite far from what can be achieved using hematite, with an ideal performance of $V_{\text{onset}} = V_{\text{fb}} = 0.4\text{--}0.5$ V and a $j_{\text{max}} = 12$ mA cm\textsuperscript{-2} reached within 0.1 V of $V_{\text{onset}}$. A further motivation to push the performance of hematite consists in that reaching $j_{\text{max}}$ at 0.7 V or lower potential would allow for using one single-junction Si-based PV device in series with the photoanode, to provide all the necessary bias to run the OER.

The following considerations can be made to rationalize the performance gap in hematite. First, the majority of the studies presented here are characterized by the use of model photoelectrodes, and in general by photoelectrodes whose performance is far from state-of-the-art. While these studies are undoubtedly important as proof-of-principle for new avenues for improvement and as platforms for increasing material understanding, it is indeed questionable whether the beneficial effect would be translated quantitatively to state-of-the-art photoelectrodes. Second, a few modifications of hematite have been shown to affect more than one property of the system, and not always in a beneficial way. In some cases, the overall performance of the photoanodes was even worsened as compared to unmodified samples. Third (and in relation to the previous point), when attempting to combine different modification strategies, the total $V_{\text{onset}}$ shift is likely not given by the sum of the shifts seen for each modification alone, or in other words saturation of the performance improvement can be expected.

Clearly, there is plenty of room to improve both the kinetics of the OER and the energetics of the hematite/electrolyte junction. Moreover, the requirement of cheap and scalable fabrication calls for the use of deposition techniques yielding films characterized by significantly poorer quality (crystallinity, density of defects and so on) than for instance single crystal films, which calls for improving the properties of these photoelectrodes with (some of) the modifications discussed here. It is safe to assume that several of these approaches need to be combined in order to reach the goals described above, i.e. $V_{\text{onset}} = V_{\text{fb}} = 0.4\text{--}0.5$ V and a $j_{\text{max}} = 12$ mA cm\textsuperscript{-2} reached within 0.1 V of $V_{\text{onset}}$.

Doping (by foreign atoms or by tuning the amount of oxygen vacancies) is required to enhance electron conductivity, while the presence of an extra layer between hematite and the electron collector is the key to reduce the back-injection of electrons into hematite. These two strategies combined carry the promise of solving the issue of internal charge recombination. Furthermore, the addition of overlayers is paramount to accelerate the notoriously slow OER kinetics on hematite, as well as to increase the photovoltage sustained by the electrode. The
question remains, however, whether these modifications are compatible with one another in practice: for instance, when some of them require heat treatment at temperatures that cannot be sustained by certain catalysts. Nevertheless, besides the remarkable advancements in hematite-based water splitting over the last decade, the massive effort summarized here is crucial since it has enabled the PEC community to deepen the understanding of the properties of hematite tremendously. We consider this to be a key ingredient in designing photoanodes that will take advantage of the full potential of hematite.
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